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Defects as initial deformations 

E. KOSSECKA (WARSZAWA) 

THE INITIAL (plastic) deformations corresponding to defects are considered. Singular fields 
of initial (plastic) distortion ~. having the character of a delta function and corresponding to 
velocity field v, are constructed. Next, the following equations are derived: the equation which 
enables us to derive the total (discontinuous) displacement field for the medium with a defect, 
when ~ and v are given, and the equations from which elastic distortion and velocity field cor
responding to it are to be derived when ~ and v are given. The particular solutions of these 
equations are derived. 

W pracy rozwa.Za si~ deformacje ws~pne (plastyczne) odpowiadaj~ defektom. Konstruuje si~ 
osobliwe- majllCC charakter funkcji delta- pole wst~pnej (plastycznej) dystorsji ~ i odpowia
dajllCC mu osobliwe pole p~o8ci v. Nas~pnie wyprowadza si~ kolejno r6wnanie pozwala
j~ wymaczyc calkowite (nieciule) pole przemieszczetl d1a o8rodka z defektem przy danych 
Ji i v oraz r6wnania pozwalajllCC wymaczyc pole dystorsji sp~tej i odpowiadaj4CC mu pole 
p~oSci przy danych ~ i v. Podane ~ rozwillZaQia szczeg6lne tych r6woaD. 

B pa6oTe p&CCMOTpellbl :naqam.Hble ~e<l>op~ (OCTarotmhie IIJiaC'l'IAecKHC ~~PMaQBH), 
COOTBeTC'l'BYJOIIUfC ~~. ~ KOBC'I'pYK[(IDI DOJIJI ~pll'l'CJI&BOi (IIJJacT1111ecKOi) 

AJICTOpCIIIJ ~, HMClO~eit ocOOeHBOC'I'I> 'l'BIJ8 4>~ ~em.Ta, H COOTBe'l'C'rBYJO~ero eit DOJIJI 

CKopocrei v, c oco6mm:OC'I'I>ro roro >Ke 'l'BIJB. ,namee, BhiBO,IVl'l'C$1 ypaBBeBBH, ~~e sos
MO>KHOC'I'I> o~enemm IIOJIBoro (paspbiBBoro) DOJIH nepeMememd s cpe,qe c ~~M, 
DpH 38 ~mu.nr ~ H V, a T&IOKC ypaBBeBB.fl, ODHCbiBaiO~e DOJie ynpyroi AHCTOpCHH R co
OI'Be'fCTBYIO~ee el DOJJC CKOpocrel ,ItJVI 3llAilBJDdX ~ H V. ,llaiorc.fl 118C'l'Rhie pememm 31'BX 
ypasuemdt. 

Introdadioa 

IN PAPERS devoted to the defects theory, we are faced with different methods of treatment 
of the basic problem - the construction of the solution describing a surface defect. Some 
of these methods are quite general, others - e.g., the methods applied in the two-dimen
sional crack theory - are applicable only to special problems. 

In the most general case, one has to construct the mathematical model of a dynamic 
surface defect (crack or dislocation), which has the surface of an arbitrary shape depending 
eventually on time. 

If we want to describe a medium with a defect by means of the displacement field u, a 
defect is modelled by the displacement field having the jump discontinuity U on the defect 
surface S and describing outside this surface the free elastic medium. The problem of con
struction of such a field can be solved by means of the Somigliana formula, which is the 
consequence of the Green formula in the theory of elasticity. This method - called also 
the potentials method and introduced to the theory of elasticity by W. D. KUPRADSE (see 
[2])- generalized to the case of moving surfaces, was applied by H. ZoRSKI in [l). It is 
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also discussed in detail in [3, 4, 5, 6]. The method applied in the crack theory, on the 
basis of the properties of surface distributions of double and single forces, is equivalent to 
the potentials method, as was discussed in detail in [5]. 

The problem of a defect may, however, be treated in two ways, different from the above
mentioned. We make use of the fact that the singularit_ies of the displacenent field describing 
a medium with a defect are concentrated on the defect surface S. We, thus, represent the 
expressions for distortion and velocity fields as the sum of the regular and singular parts. 
The regular part of the distortion ~ is called the elastic distortion, the singular part ~ is 
called the plastic or initial distortion (the same concerns the velocities v and v). The expres
sions for the singular parts of the distortion field - ~ and the velocity field - v can easily 
be constructed explicitly on the basis of the jump condition for the u field. They have the 
form of generalized functions of the Dirac delta function type, concentrated on the defect 
surface. 

The equation of motion of the medium is the consequence of the assumption that every 
piece of the medium is in a state of dynamic equilibrium-e.g., does not act with a result
ant force. In this equation, the elastic distortion field ~ appears and the velocity field v 
corresponding to it. The relations between the derivatives of the displacement field, the 
elastic distortion and the velocity field corresponding to it, play the role of subsidiary 
conditions. Now, we can obtain solutions of the problem in two different ways. First, we can 
insert the subsidiary conditions directly into equilibrium equation; we then obtain the 
inhomogenous equation for the displacement field u, the inhomogeneity being given in 
terms of initial distortions and velocities. This method we shall term the initial deform
ation method. Secondly, we can eliminate from the subsidiary conditions the derivatives 
of the displacement field u and obtain these conditions as the relations between the fields ~ 
v and ~' v; relations of this kind are frequently called constraint equations for the fields ~ 
and v. From the indicated conditions together with the equation of motion, we then obtain 
two equations of the type of the Lame equation for the fields~ and v. This method is appli
cable in the dislocations theory and is a natural approach to the dislocation problem, since 
in this case only the elastic distortions have a physical interpretation (see [3, 7, 8, 9]). It 
can easily be generalized to the case of continuous distribution of dislocations. However, 
it can be applicable also to any surface defect. 

1. Singularities of the distortion field on the defect surface 

In the general case, a defect is described by the displacement field u, having on the de
fect surface S, represented by the radius vector t, the jump discontinuity U. We assume 
that U is a continuous and differentiable (at least twice) function of the vector l;. We assume, 
moreover, that the displacement field u is everywhere finite, the distortion field Ut,Jc and 
the velocity field u being at the same time continuous everywhere outside the defect 
surface. U may also be a function of time. 

We have then: 

(1.1) 
lim { u (l; + ek) - u(t- ek)} = U, 
8~0 

teS, e ~ 0, lkl = 1, k·n ~ 0. 
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The above limit does not depend on the direction of the unit vector k. Symbolically, we 
write (1.1) in the following form: 

(1.2) [u~)] = U(~), ~eS. 

The double brackets denote here the discontinuity of the function u(x) at the point~ of 
the surface S. 

At the same time, the following identity holds: 

(1.3) u1(~+ek)-u1(~-ek) = f dJ.."u' ~;, ~eS, 
A • 

where J.. is any curve joining the point ~-ek and ~+ek. Without loss of generality, in what 
follows we shall assume that J.. is a segment of the straight line having the direction of k 
(see Fig. 1): 

x(l)eJ..:x(l) = r;+lk, -e~l~ +e. 

Thus, we write (1.3) in the form: 

• 
(1.4) lbn J ( a-+0 dlkt;UI,t X(/)) = U1• 

-· 
Consequently, the value of the integral remains finite, the lenght of the integration path 
tending simultaneously to zero (with the assumption of continuity of the function u,,t in 
the neighbourhood of the surface S). It follows, therefore, that the function u1,t has sin-

~s 
~-t!s. 

Fio.l 

gularity of the type of a Dirac delta function on the surface S. This singular part of the 
distortion field u1,t is related to the discontinuity of the displacement field u; in what fol
lows, we shall term it initial (or plastic) distortion and shall denote as Prt. Therefore, 

(1.5) "'·" = pll; + /J~~;. 
The field P1t is taken to be the elastic distortion; we assume that P11 does not have strong 
singularities on S except at least on its boundary. 

We shall prove that p~~; is a tensor generalized function having the form: 

(1.6) P•t = J ds~;U,~3(x-~), ~eS, 
s 

where ds" = dsn", n being the normal vector of the surface S. Let us consider the case in 
which the surface S is the part of the xy-plane described as follows: 

(1.7) 
n = ro' 0, 1] ' ~ = l c 1 ' c 2' 0}' 

a1 ~ C1 ~ a1, 

c;(Cd ~ C2 ~ C~'(Ct), 
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The components of the tensor {:i,." have the form: 

(1.8) Pu = 0, Pi2 = 0, 

{1,3 = f dsU,(Ct, C2)~(x-Ct)~(y-C2)~(z) 
s 

llz C2'CCt) 

= f dCt f dC2U,(C1, C2)~(x-Ct)~(y-C2)~(z) 
at C~(Ct) 

112 

= f dCtUt(C,y) [17(y-C;(Ct))-'1(Y-C~(Ct))l~(x-Ct)~(z) 
Ill 

E.KaJSBCKA 

= U,(x,y) [1J(X-at) -1}(x-a2)1£1J(Y- C;(x)) -'l(Y-C~(x))J~(z), 

1 
1J(X) = 2 sgn(x). 

Let us denote: 

(1.9) [1J(X-at)-1J(X-a2)][1J(Y-C'2(x))-1J(Y-C~(x})] = O(x,y). 
s 

The function 8 (x, y) is equal to unity inside the cylinder outlined by the straight line sliding 
s 

along the boundary of the surfaceS, and is equal to zero outside this cylinder. We write 
(1.8h in the form: 

(1.10) p,3 = 8(x,y)~(z)U1(x,y). 
s 

Let us now calculate the expression (1.4) integrating along A., which is a segment of the 

straight line intersecting the xy-plane at the point ( = re 1 ' e 2' 0). 

(1.11) f dA.,Ut,r = f d/k,fJtr+ f d/k,p,,. 
A A 

From the assumption concerning regularity of the function ft, it follows that the first in
tegral appearing on the right-hand side of the above formula tends to zero simultaneously 
with the integration path tending to zero. In the second integral, we interchange the inte
gration with respect to 1 with the integration with respect to the coordinate z: 

dlk3 = dz; -ek3 ~ z ~ ek3 , 

x(z) = [t+ Z: z.t.+ Z: z,z]. ., 
(1.12) J dlk,p,(x) = J dlk3Pt3(x) = J dzPil(x(z)) 

A A -· ., 
~ J dz8[x(z),y(z)]~(z)U1(x(z), y(z)) = 8[x(O),y(O)}U1(x(O),y(O)) __ , s s 

~ O(C~t C2)U,(Ch t2>· 
s 
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Consequently, the integral (1.12) is equal to U if the line intersects the surface S;otherwise, 
it is equal to zero. Thereby the condition (1.4) is fulfilled. The generalization of the above 
proof to the case of a surface of arbitrary shape is not difficult. 

2. Singularities of the velocity field on the defect's surface 

The particular case constitutes a defect the surface of which is moving about in the me
dium; obviously, we assume that the motion ~(t) is regular function of time. The assump
tion that the defect surface- that is, the surface of discontinuity of the field u(x, t)- is 
in motion does not affect the form of the conditions (1.1), (1.5), (1.6). However, the set of 
singular points of the function u(x ,t) considered as a function of four variables, is altered. 
The formula (1.1) states that at a fixed instant of time the increment of the displacement 
field between two points which are situated no matter how close to each other but on the 
opposite faces of the surface S, is finite. Notice, however, that in the case of a moving sur
face, the fixed point of the medium at two instants of time arbitrarily near each other 
can be found on two different faces of the surface S- if only at some instant of time t it 

coincides with some point of the surface ~(t); moreover, e ·n :1: 0. 
Let us consider the following expression: 

(2.1) u(~(t), t+ e) -u(~(t), t-e) = u(~(t), t+e) -u(~(t) +~e, t +e) 

+o(~(t) +~e, t+e) -u(~(t), t-e) ~ -[u(~(t+e) +ee, t+e)-u(~(t+e) -te, t+e)] 

+ [u(~t+e) +~e, t+e)-u(~(t-e) +ee, t-e)]. 

The first term of the above formula represents the increment of the displacement vector u 

at the moment t+e between two points at the space-like distance 2Ce and situated on two 
different faces of the surfaceS; it tends to - U. The second term represents the increment 

of u between two points at the space-like distance 2Ce and the time-like distance 2e, but 

situated on the same face of the surfaceS (at distance (Cn)e from the surface); it tends to 
zero. We thus obtain the analog of the formula (1.1): 

(2.2) lim {u(~(t), t+e) -u(~(t), t-e)} = - U, ~(t)eS. 
... o 

Because at the same time 

t+s 

(2.3) u(~(t),t+e)-u(~(t),t-e) = J dt'u(~(t),t'), 
we obtain the result: 

(2.4) 

t-• 

t+• 
1im J dt'U.(x, t') = - U, 
... o 

1-8 

if x = ~(t), t-e ~ t':::;;;; t+e. 

It can be seen from the above that the velocity field it has at points ~(t), t] singularity of 
the type of a delta function, which makes the result of integration (2.4) finite. The velocity 
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field we shall thus represent as the sum of the regular part v - corresponding to the elastic 
distortion field, and the singular part v - corresponding to the initial (plastic) distortion : 

(2.5) 

We shall prove that v1 is a generalized function having the form: 

(2.6) v, = - f tb~:U,C~:~3(x-~). 
s 

Let us consider the surface S described by the formulae (1. 7), with this change only that 
C3 = C3(t). In this case: 

(2.7) fi, = - f tb3UtC3~3(x-~) = -U,(x,y)C3(t)O(x,y)~(z-C3(t)). 
s 

Let us now calculate the following integral: 

t+a t+a t+a 

(2.8) . J dt'U.1(x, t') = J dt'fl,(x, t') + J dt'v,(x, t'). 
t-a t-a t-a 

The first of the integrals appearing on the right-hand side of the above formula tends to 
zero. When calculating the second one, we shall put for v1 the expression (2. 7) and inter
change the integration with respect to t with the integration with respect to C 3 : 

t+a t+a 

(2.9) J dt'v,(x,t') =- J dt'U,C3(t')O(x,y)~(z-C3(t)) 
,_, ,_, s 

C3(t+a) 

= -O(x,y) 
s 

f dC3U,~(z-C3(t)) 
C3(t-a) 

= -U1(x, y)O(x,y) [fJ(z- C3(t-e)) -f](Z- C3(t +e))]. 
s 

Consequently, the integral (2.9) is equal to - U if in the vicinity of the moment t the point 
x coincides with the point of the surface ~(t'), t-e ~ t'~t+ e (at the limit :x: = ~(t)); in the 
opposite case it is equal to zero. Thereby, the condition (2.4) is fulfilled. Now it should be 
mentioned that the formulae (1.6), (2.6) can be proved in an elegant manner by means of 
four-dimensional formalism. 

3. 1be equatioas of equilibrium of a medium with defeets 

3.1. The solution for tbe field u 

The basis of calculations of the distorsion and velocity fields in a medium with defects 
is the basic equation of dynamics. It is stated, namely, that the elastic distortion and the 
corresponding velocity field describe the medium, every part of which can be treated as 
a part of the free medium, not acting with the resultant force. In other words, we are 
dealing with a free medium in a certain state of deformation, described by the distortion 

~' which needs not be integrable (integrable is the sum ~ and ~ only). 
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The equation of motion has the form: 

(3.1) 

Further, we have the subsidiary conditions: 

(3.2) 
u,,k = {Jik+tf,t => fJik = u,,t-Pa· 

Inserting the above expressions for~ and v into Eq. (3.1), we obtain the equation of motion 

as an equation from which the u field is to be determined, ~ and i being given: 

(3.3) [eh .. !: -cw.v.v .. }, = 11 ~ fJ,-c .. ,.,v.{J._. 

The right-hand side here represents the field of forces acting on the ideal continuum and 
producing the distortion and velocity the continuous parts of which are the deformation 
and velocity of the medium with defects. 

Taking into account the formulae (1.6), (2.6), we write (3.3) in the form: 

(3.4) 
[eh .. !: -c..._v.v.}. = x., 

X,= -e; J dstUtCt~3(x-~)-ca,,..Vt J df,.U,~3(x-~). 
s s 

The particular solution of Eqs. (3.4), being the convolution of the inhomogeneity X and the 
dynamic Green tensor G of the Lame equation (see [11, 12]) 

u, = Ga *Xt, 
has the form: 

(3.5) u1 = j dt' J ds.u. [ 11C• :, G,.(x- t;, t- t') +c.,., V ,G1,(x- t;, t- t'). 
-oo S 

The properties of the force field (3.4) and of the solution (3.5) for the static case are discus
sed in detail in [6). 

3.2. The solutions for the ftelds ~ and v 

If we are to derive the equations for the fields~ and v, and to find directly the expressions 
for these fields, we proceed as follows. From the system of Eqs. (3.2), we eliminate the 
field u. Acting on the first equation with the rotation operation, we obtain: 

(3.6) ltrm V,{Jl,. = -ltrm V,{J~,.. 

Acting now on the first equation with the operation dfdt and on the second with V1 , and 
subtracting one from the other, we obtain: 

37 d d 0 0 

( · ) (ji{Jik-·fJ1.1 = -(Ji{Jil+fll,k• 
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The conditions (3.6), (3. 7) are the subsidiary conditions - or the constraint conditions for 
the fields ~ and v. Note that the generalized functions appearing on the right-hand sides of 
Eqs. (3.6), (3. 7) have a complicated structure and, in general, it is difficult to construct them 
directly. For the case of a dislocation only, these expressions have comparatively simple 
form; they are given as the line integrals of the delta function (see [3]). 

When we set out to solve the system of Eqs. (3.1), (3.6), (3.7), we proceed as follows: 
we act on (3.1) with the operation V and. on (3.7) with the operation e(dfdt), and add 
them together; then we act on (3.1) with dfdt and on (3.7) with ciA:Jm V1 and add them 
together. We obtain the following set of equations: 

d 2 d 0 d 2 
0 

(! dt2 f3ta- Cfklm fJ,.,, b = (! dt 'Vt, s- (! dt2 {3;,' 

(3.8) d
2 

[ d 0 0 J (! dt2 v,-cil:lmv,,.,. = -cikr•Vk dtp,,.-vr.m , 

8klmf3im,l = -8klrr./:Jim,l• 

Multiplying Eq. (3;8h by· the tensor 8.111 , we obtain: 

(3.9) 

Inserting the above into Eq. (3.8)1 , we obtain for the field~ an equation of the type ofthe 
Lame equation. 

Finally, the set of equations for the fields~ and vis: 

[e<~u;:. -c,.,.v.v.}, = -c,.,.v.[! {i,.-V,,. J. 
[ edu !: -c..,. v.v. } .. = -cw.v.rft .... -ti ... .J-e! [! p,,-V,,.J. 

(3.10) 

These are equations of the Lame type; particular solutions of them are given in the form 
of convolutions of the inhomogeneities appearing on the right-hand sides of the equations 
and the dynamic Green tensor of the Lame equation: 

v, = G,1*Xb 

.,, = -cftbo j"' dt'[ J tis.u, :t G,1,.- J t~s.C.u,G,1,..,]. 
-~ s s 

(3.11) {3,. = G,J * XJr, 

p,, = -'-·'• c1.,. j dt' J tis.u,G,1,..,-e j dt' [ J tis,u1 : 1: G,1 
-~ s -00 s 
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As may be seen from the above, in the general case the solutions have the form of surface 
integrals. Only for the case of a dislocation (U = const) can they be transformed into line 
integrals [see (10.3)]. 
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